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Abstract
The dynamics of an N = 4 spinning particle in a curved background is described using the
N = 4 superfield formalism. The SU(2)local×SU(2)global N = 4 superconformal symmetry
of the particle action requires the background to be a real “Ka¨hler–like” manifold whose
metric is generated by a sigma–model superpotential. The anti–de–Sitter spaces are shown
to belong to this class of manifolds.
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics which underlies the dynamics of non–relativistic and
relativistic spinning particles and superparticles is one of the simplest examples of super-
symmetric sigma–models and it has attracted a great deal of attention as a laboratory for
studying problems appearing in more complicated supersymmetric field and string theo-
ries. For instance, one–dimensional [1] and multidimensional [2, 3] N = 4 supersymmetric
quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) can be associated with N = 1, D = 4 supersymmetric
field theories (including supergravity) subject to an appropriate dimensional reduction
down to D = 1.
A recent revival of interest in superconformal mechanics [4, 5] has been caused, in
particular, by an observation made in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence con-
jecture that the dynamics of a superparticle near the AdS horizon of an extreme Reissner–
Nordstro¨m black hole of a large mass is described by a superconformal mechanics [6].
Applications of supersymmetric mechanics to the theory of black holes and to other prob-
lems have been reviewed in [7, 8]. In [8] conditions on geometry of curved backgrounds,
in which N = 1, 2 and 4 superconformal invariant models of non-relativistic spinning
particles can exist, have been studied in the N = 1 superfield formalism.
Note that, as in the case of superstrings, the superconformal group of the particle su-
perworldline is an infinite dimensional subgroup of the group of its superdiffeomorphisms.
It becomes manifest in the worldline superfield formulations of relativistic spinning par-
ticles [9] and superparticles [10], which can thus be regarded as examples of quantum
mechanics with manifest superconformal symmetry.
The superconformal invariance and, in more general case, worldvolume superdiffeo-
morphisms impose restrictions on the geometry of the background also in models of rel-
ativistic particles and branes. For instance, in the case of superbranes it requires that
a target–superspace background obeys superfield supergravity constraints (see [11] for a
recent review).
In the case of spinning particles this problem is connected with the problem of self-
consistent field theoretical description of interacting particles with spin higher than 2. It
is well known that the theory of interacting higher spin fields should be formulated in an
anti–de–Sitter background (see [12] for a review).
In [14] it was shown that difficulties with constructing a model of a spinning particle
moving in a gravitational background arise already for spins 3/2 and 2. These difficulties
have been overcome in [15], where an action for spinning particles with spin higher than
one were constructed in backgrounds of constant curvature (such as the AdS spaces)1.
The spin 2 particle model of [13, 14, 15] is based on a so called “large” N = 4
superconformal algebra containing SO(4) as the subalgebra of local internal symmetries.
It is well known that there exists another (so called “small”)N = 4 superconformal algebra
with SU(2) as the subalgebra of local internal symmetries. It is therefore tempting to
study whether in a superfield formulation of a spin 2 particle dynamics, which is manifestly
invariant under “small” N = 4 superconformal symmetry, conditions imposed on a curved
background can be less restrictive than in the case of [13, 14, 15].
In this paper we present results of this study. We consider relativistic spinning particle
mechanics invariant under local N = 4 supersymmetry with SU(2)local×SU(2)global inter-
nal symmetries, which is associated with the “small” N = 4 superconformal algebra. In a
1We thank Sergey Kuzenko for bringing these papers to our attention.
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flat background this model has been constructed and studied in [2]. It was shown that (in
four dimensions) its first quantized spectrum consists of three scalar and one spin 2 states
corresponding to the linearized limit of a conformal gravity model. The superfield action
for this N = 4 spinning particle is a localized (or superconformal) version of the action for
N = 4 supersymmetric quantum mechanics [1, 3] with a quadratic superpotential. This
correspondence prompts us how to generalize the free N = 4 superconformal spinning
particle action to the description of a particle propagating in a gravitational background.
For this one should consider supersymmetric quantum mechanics with an arbitrary su-
perpotential [3] and make it invariant under the N = 4 superconformal transformations
[2].
In [3] it has been shown that the N = 4 superfield formulation of multidimensional
N = 4 SUSY QM leads to a supersymmetric nonlinear sigma–model with a target–space
metric being a second derivative of a single real–valued function (superpotential) A(x)
gMN(x) =
∂2A(x)
∂xM∂xN
, (1.1)
i.e. for an arbitrary dimensionD and signature of the sigma–model manifold, parametrized
by real scalar fields xM (M = 0, 1, ..., D−1), its metric should have a “Ka¨hler–like” struc-
ture. The metric of a similar type appeared also as a metric of black hole moduli spaces
considered recently in [16].
As has been announced in [2], the N = 4 superconformal generalization of the model
of [3] in a manifold of Minkowski signature describes a relativistic spinning particle prop-
agating in a gravitational background with the metric (1.1).
It has been known for a long time that supersymmetry requires sigma–model manifolds
of chiral superfields to be Ka¨hler, hyper–Ka¨hler [17], special Ka¨hler [18], [19] or special
Lagrangian manifolds [20]. The geometrical structure of these manifolds has been under
intensive investigation because of its relation to the compactification of string theory on
Calabi–Yau manifolds and to duality symmetries of corresponding supergravity models
(see [21] for a review).
The essential difference of the metric (1.1) from a Ka¨hler metric
gMN(z, z¯) =
∂2K(z, z¯)
∂zM∂z¯N
(1.2)
is that the latter is a Hermitian metric on a complex manifold, while the former is a real
manifold metric. The reason why a real sigma–model manifold appears in the case of
N = 4 SUSY QM under consideration is that we construct the supersymmetric sigma
model with the use of constrained real superfields and not with chiral ones as one usually
do.
Some Ka¨hler manifolds mentioned above also admit real-valued representation for the
metric (1.1). For example, this is so for a metric of the special Ka¨hler manifolds in a flat
Darboux coordinate system [19, 20]. However, the class of the manifolds with the metric
(1.1) is more general and includes manifolds which do not have complex structure.
In particular, we have found that in a certain coordinate system the metric on an anti–
de–Sitter space of an arbitrary dimension D (AdSD) can be represented in the form (1.1).
Other examples are hyperbolic manifolds of negative curvature on which M–theory and
string theories can compactify [22, 23]. To the best of our knowledge this observation is a
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novel one. This result can presumably be useful for better understanding the structure of
string and supergravity theories in AdS superbackgrounds and AdS/CFT correspondence.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the N = 4 superconformal
particle model of ref. [2]. In Section 3 we generalize it to describe a spinning particle in
a curved background with the metric (1.1). Properties of the AdSD space which follow
from the potential structure of its metric are considered in Section 4. In Conclusion we
discuss open problems and outlook.
2 The free N = 4 superconformal particle model
We begin with a brief description of free spinning particle mechanics with SU(2)local ×
SU(2)global N = 4 superconformal symmetry on the superworldline [2]. To avoid confusion
we should note that in one– and two–dimensional spaces the (super)conformal symme-
try is infinite dimensional (i.e. the parameter of (super)conformal transformations is a
holomorphic function of (super)worldsheet coordinates). The N = 4 superconformal su-
peralgebra with the local internal SU(2) automorphisms contains four supercharges and is
a subalgebra of a more general N = 4 superconformal algebra with an internal local SO(4)
which contains eight supercharges [24]. Thus, in our case N = 4 counts all supercharges,
while usually (in particular in higher dimensions) it corresponds only to super–Poincare
charges and does not include the number of special superconformal generators.
To construct the superfield action in the worldline superspace (τ, θa, θ¯a) (with τ being
a time parameter, and θa and θ¯a = (θ
a)∗, (a = 1, 2) being two complex (or four real)
Grassmann–odd coordinates) one introduces D real “matter” superfields ΦM(τ, θa, θ¯a)
(M = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1) and a worldline supereinbein E(τ, θa, θ¯a) which have the follow-
ing properties with respect to the SU(2) N = 4 superconformal transformations of the
worldline superspace 2
δτ = Λ− 1
2
θaDaΛ− 1
2
θaD
a
Λ,
δθa = iD
a
Λ, δθa = iDaΛ, (2.1)
δΦM = −ΛΦ˙M + Λ˙ΦM − i(DaΛ)(DaΦM)− i(DaΛ)(DaΦM), (2.2)
δE = −ΛE˙ − Λ˙E − i(DaΛ)(DaE)− i(DaΛ)(DaE), (2.3)
where dot denotes the time derivative d
dτ
. The transformation law (2.3) for the superfields
ΦM shows that these superfields are vector superfields in the one dimensional N = 4
superspace, while the superfields EΦM are scalars.
The superfields ΦM and E obey the quadratic constraints
[Da, D
a
]ΦM = 0,
DaDaΦ
M = 0,
DaD
a
ΦM = 0, (2.4)
and
[Da, D
a
]
1
E
= 0,
2Our conventions for spinors are as follows: θa = θ
bεba, θ
a = εabθb, θ¯a = θ¯
bεba, θ¯
a = εabθ¯b, θ¯a =
(θa)∗, θ¯a = −(θa)∗, (θθ) ≡ θaθa = −2θ1θ2, (θ¯θ¯) ≡ θ¯aθ¯a = (θθ)∗, (θ¯θ) ≡ θ¯aθa, ε12 = −ε21 = 1, ε12 = 1.
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DaDa
1
E
= 0,
DaD
a 1
E
= 0, (2.5)
where
Da =
∂
∂θa
− i
2
θa
∂
∂τ
, D
a
=
∂
∂θa
− i
2
θa
∂
∂τ
, (2.6)
are the supercovariant derivatives, and the infinitesimal superfield
Λ(τ, θ, θ) = a(τ) + θaαa(τ)− θaαa(τ) + θa(σi) ba θbbi(τ)
− i
2
(θaα˙a(τ) + θaα˙
a(τ))θθ +
1
8
(θθ)2a¨(τ) (2.7)
contains the parameters of local reparametrizations a(τ), local supertranslations αa(τ),
αa(τ) and local SU(2) rotations bi(τ) of the worldline superspace. It is constrained by
the same relations (2.4) as 1/E and ΦM ((σi)
b
a are the Pauli matrices, i = 1, 2, 3).
The constraints (2.4)–(2.5) can be explicitly solved [2, 25], the solution being described
by the superfields
ΦM (τ, η, η) =
1
e(τ)
xM(τ) + θaψ
′M
a (τ)− θaψ′Ma(τ) + θa(σi) ba θbT ′Mi (τ)
− i
2
(θaψ˙
′M
a (τ) + θaψ˙
′Ma(τ))θθ +
1
8
(θθ)2
d2
dτ 2
(
1
e(τ)
xM
)
, (2.8)
and
1
E
(τ, θ, θ) =
1
e(τ)
+ θaλ
′
a(τ)− θaλ′a(τ) + θa(σi) ba θbt′i(τ)
− i
2
(θaλ˙′a(τ) + θaλ˙
′a(τ))θθ +
1
8
(θθ)2
d2
dτ 2
1
e(τ)
. (2.9)
The leading components xM(τ) of the superfields ΦM are associated with coordinates
of the particle trajectory in a D–dimensional flat target space–time, the Grassmann–odd
vectors ψ′Ma(τ) and ψ′
M
a (τ) correspond to particle spin degrees of freedom and T
′M
i (τ) are
auxiliary fields. The superfield 1/E describes an N = 4 worldline supergravity multiplet
consisting of the einbein (“graviton”) e(τ), two complex “gravitini” λ′a(τ) and λ
′
a(τ), and
the SU(2) gauge field t′i(τ). Upon an appropriate field redefinition (see eqs. (3.2) of the
next section) we shall pass from “primed” to “unprimed” component fields.
The N = 4 superfield action for a relativistic spinning particle in a flat target space
has the following form [2]
S = −8
∫
dτd2θd2θEΦMΦNηMN (2.10)
where ηMN = diag (−,+, . . . ,+) is the Minkowski metric. The components of E play the
role of Lagrange multipliers. Their presence implies that the dynamics of the particle is
subject to relativistic constraints, in particular, the particle is massless (pMp
M = 0) . The
Dirac quantization of the model (2.10) shows that its quantum spectrum consists of one
spin 2 and three spin 0 particle states and it can be regarded as a linearized spectrum of
a conformal gravity [2].
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3 The spinning particle in a curved background
Let us now generalize the model of the previous section to describe a spinning particle
propagating in the gravitational background. To this end we replace (2.10) with the most
general action functional which respects the N = 4 superconformal symmetry
S = −8
∫
dτd2θd2θE−1A(EΦM ), (3.1)
where A(EΦM) is an arbitrary function (called the superpotential) of EΦM . Recall that
EΦM transform as scalar superfields with respect to (2.3), while ΦM and 1
E
are vectors.
Note also that E−1A(EΦM) can be regarded as a rank one homogeneous function in aD+1
dimensional space with xD = E−1. A consequence of such a structure of the superfield
action (3.1) is the fact that only D of the bosonic coordinates in the D + 1 dimensional
space describe dynamical degrees of freedom. The einbein e(τ) and its superpartners are
auxiliary fields as in the free particle case (2.10).
Integrating (3.1) over the Grassmann coordinates θa, θa and making the following
redefinition of the component fields
λa = e
3
2λ′a, λa = (λ
a)∗, ti = 2e(t
′
i + eλ
′b(σi)
a
b λ
′
a), ψ
Ma =
√
e(ψ′Ma − xMλ′a),
ψ
M
a = (ψ
Ma)∗, TMi = 2
√
e(T ′Mi − xM t′i +
√
e
2
λ′b(σi)
a
b ψ
M
a +
√
e
2
ψMb(σi)
a
b λ
′
a), (3.2)
one obtains the component action
S =
∫
dτ(K − V ), (3.3)
where
K =
1
2e
gMN(x˙
M − iλaψMa + iψMa λa)(x˙N − iλbψNb + iψNb λb)
+igMN(ψ
M
a ψ˙
aN + ψaM
˙
ψ
N
a ) (3.4)
is the kinetic term and
V = −1
2
gMNT
M
i T
N
i + 2
√
eΓLMNψ
Mb(σi)
a
b ψ
L
aT
N
i − tigMNψNb(σi) ab ψMa (3.5)
+2ΓLMN(λ
aψ
L
aψ
M
b ψ
bN + λbψ
LbψMaψ
N
a ) + e(∂LΓMNP )(ψ
L
aψ
Ma
)(ψNbψPb )
describes fermionic interactions. In eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)
gMN(x) =
∂2
∂xM∂xN
A(x) ≡ ∂2MNA(x), A(xM) = A(EΦM)|θ,θ=0 (3.6)
is the metric of a sigma–model D–dimensional manifold parametrized by the worldline
scalar fields xM(τ) and
ΓLMN(x) =
1
2
∂3LMNA(x) (3.7)
is the (totally symmetric) Christoffel connection associated with gMN (i.e. DLgMN =
∂LgMN − Γ PLMgPN − Γ PLN gPM = 0).
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The Riemann curvature of this manifold has the form
RLM,NP = Γ
Q
LP ΓQMN − Γ QLN ΓQMP . (3.8)
Upon solving for the equations of motion of the auxiliary fields TMi , substituting the
solution back into eqs. (3.3)–(3.5) and performing Legendre transformations one arrives
at the first order form of the spinning particle action
S =
∫
dτ
[
pM x˙
M + i(ψaM
˙
ψ
M
a + ψMaψ˙
Ma)−H
]
, (3.9)
where pM is the momentum canonically conjugate to x
M , and the Hamiltonian H of the
system has the following structure
H = e(τ)H0 + iλ
a(τ)Qa + iλa(τ)Q
a − ti(τ)Li, (3.10)
with
H0 =
1
2
gMNpMpN +RLN,PM(ψ
L
aψ
Ma
)(ψNbψPb ) +RMP,NL(ψ
L
aψ
Ma)(ψ
N
b ψ
Pb)
+DLGMNP (ψLaψMa)(ψNbψPb ), (3.11)
Qa = ψ
M
a pM + iΓLMNψ
L
c ψ
Mc
ψNa , (3.12)
Qb = ψIbpI + iΓLMNψ
Lb
ψMcψNc (3.13)
and
Li = gMNψ
Nb(σi)
a
b ψ
M
a (3.14)
being associated with constraints on the dynamics of the relativistic particle caused by
the worldline superreparametrization invariance of the model. The constraints are of the
first class since they form a closed N = 4 supersymmetry algebra
{Qa, Qb} = −iδbaH0, [Li, Lj ] = ǫijkLk,
[Li, Qa] =
i
2
(σi)
c
a Qc, [Li, Q
a] = − i
2
(σi)
a
c Q
c (3.15)
with respect to the following graded Dirac brackets [3] (which are obtained upon solving
for the second class constraints on the canonical fermionic momenta πMa = −iψMa and
πaM = −iψaM derived from eq. (3.9))
[xM , pN ] = δ
M
N , {ψaM , ψNb } = −
i
2
δab g
MN , [pM , pN ] = 2iRMN,PLψ
P
a ψ
aL,
[pM , ψ
a
N ] = ΓMNPψ
aP , [pM , ψ
a
N ] = ΓMNPψ
aP
, (3.16)
We observe that pM have properties of covariant momenta when acting on fermionic
variables ψMa and ψ
M
a .
The superalgebra (3.15) of the constraints (3.11)–(3.14) generates the SU(2)local ×
SU(2)global N = 4 superconformal transformations (2.3) of the components of the super-
fields ΦM .
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We have thus shown that the N = 4 worldline superfield action (3.1), which reduces to
(3.9)–(3.14) upon integrating over Grassmann–odd coordinates and eliminating auxiliary
fields, describes the dynamics of an N = 4 superconformal spinning particle in a curved
background whose geometry is characterized by eqs. (3.7)–(3.8).
We should note that the last terms in (3.11)–(3.13), containing the Christoffel connec-
tion, are non-covariant with respect to general coordinate transformations of the back-
ground. The reason is that background diffeomorphisms acting on the superfields ΦM ,
in general, are incompatible with the constraints (2.4)–(2.5). This, in particular, means
that if a background metric (3.6) admits isometries, not all of them will be symmetries of
the actions (3.1) and (3.9). It is an interesting open problem to study whether the model
under consideration can be modified in such a way that only target–space covariant terms
remain in the action.
4 The potential structure of the anti–de–Sitter met-
ric
It is curiously enough that the anti–de–Sitter spaces belong to the class of the manifolds
whose metric in a certain coordinate system acquires the form (1.1). To show this consider
first a coordinate system
XM = (Xµ, ρ), µ = 0, ..., D − 2 (4.1)
in which the metric of a D–dimensional AdS space has a conformally flat form (for sim-
plicity we put the AdS radius to one)
ds2 =
1
ρ2
(
ηµνdX
µdXν + dρ2
)
, (4.2)
where ηµν = (−1, 1, ..., 1).
Now perform a coordinate transformation to the new set of variables
xM = (xµ, r) (4.3)
such that
Xµ =
xµ
r
, ρ =
1√
r
. (4.4)
The passage from ρ to r has proved to be convenient for the analysis of the properties of
the potential A(x) considered below.
In the coordinate system (4.3) the AdS metric gMN takes the form
gµν =
ηµν
r
, gµr = −ηµνx
ν
r2
, grr =
xµxνηµν
r3
+
1
4r2
, (4.5)
where the index r of the metric tensor components corresponds to the coordinate r.
One can easily check that the metric (4.5) is a second derivative of the following
function
A(x) =
xµxνηµν
2r
− 1
4
ln r. (4.6)
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Thus we have shown that AdSD is one of the manifolds of the type (1.1), where the N = 4
superconformal spinning particle can live.
By passing note that if in the action (3.1) we take A(EΦM) in the form (4.6) and put
Φµ = 0 and Φr = 1 we shall arrive at the action
S = 2
∫
dτd2θd2θ¯
lnE
E
which describes a one–dimensional N = 4 superconformal mechanics considered in [5].
The potential (4.6) generating the metric on AdSD is not unique. Another form of the
potential arises when one performs the following change of variables (4.1)
Xµ =
(
xµ
r
)mµ
ρ =
1√
r
, (4.7)
where mµ 6= 0, 12 is a set of real numbers, namely
A = − m
2
0
2m0(2m0 − 1)
(x0)2m0
r2m0−1
+
D−2∑
i=1
m2i
2mi(2mi − 1)
(xi)2mi
r2mi−1
− 1
4
ln r. (4.8)
More generally, we could make, for instance, a “logarithmic transformation”
Xµ = ln(
xµ
r
) ρ =
1√
r
, (4.9)
for which the corresponding potential has the form
A = r ln
x0
r
−
D−2∑
i=1
r ln
xi
r
− 1
4
ln r. (4.10)
The coordinate transformation (4.4) is singled out by the requirement that it is a
single–valued and that a Lorentz subgroup SO(1, D − 2) of the AdSD isometry group
SO(2, D − 1) acts linearly on both the “old” coordinates Xµ of (4.1) and the “new”
coordinates xµ of (4.3), (4.4).
So we shall further discuss some amusing properties of AdSD associated with its po-
tential structure (4.6) in the coordinate system (4.3).
The group SO(2, D − 1) of the isometry transformations of AdS coordinates, which
leave the form of the AdS metric invariant, is known to act as a conformal group on a
(D − 1)-dimensional boundary of AdSD. In the coordinate system (4.1) the boundary
(which is a (D−1)–dimensional Minkowski space) is associated with the coordinates Xµ.
Under infinitesimal SO(2, D− 1) transformations Xµ and ρ vary as follows
δXµ = aµ + aµνXληνλ + aDX
µ + aµKX
νXληνλ − 2(aνKXληνλ)Xµ + aµKρ2,
δρ = −(2aµKXνηµν − aD)ρ, (4.11)
where the SO(2, D− 1) parameters aµ, aµν , aD, aµK are, respectively, the parameters of
D − 1 translations, SO(1, D − 2) rotations, dilatation and conformal boosts, acting as
conformal transformations in a (D − 1)–dimensional slice of AdSD parametrized by Xµ.
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From (4.4) and (4.11) one gets the infinitesimal SO(2, D − 1) transformations of xµ
and r (4.3)
δxµ = aµr + aµνxληνλ − aDxµ + aµK
xνxληνλ
r
+ 2(aνKx
ληνλ)
xµ
r
+ aµK ,
δr = 4aµKx
νηµν − 2aDr. (4.12)
Under (4.12) the potential (4.6) varies as follows
A(x′) = A(x) + δA(x),
δA(x) = δxM∂MA(x) = a
µxνηµν +
1
2
aD + a
µ
Kx
νηµν
xλxσηλσ
r2
. (4.13)
One can check that the form of the metric (4.4) remains invariant under the action
of the SO(2, D− 1) transformations (4.12), so that they are indeed the isometries of this
AdS metric. However, the superfield action (3.1) is invariant only under the subgroup of
SO(2, D− 1) generated by D− 1 translations aµ, SO(1, D− 2) Lorents rotations aµν and
dilatations aD which transform the superfields EΦ
M in the same way as xM in (4.12). As
can be seen from the form of the variation of xM (and respectively of EΦM) with respect
to conformal boosts aµK , the corresponding term does not satisfy the superfield constraints
(2.4) and (2.5), and, hence, the transformed ΦM will not do so as well. This is the reason
of the appearance of noncovariant terms depending on the Christoffel connection in the
component actions (3.3) and (3.9)–(3.14).
An interesting property of the potential (4.6) is that the contraction of its partial
derivatives with the coordinates (4.3) are constants starting from the second derivative
xMxN∂2MNA(x) = x
MxNgMN =
1
4
xLxMxN∂3LMNA(x) = 2x
LxMxNΓLMN = −1
2
xM1 ...xMn+1∂n+1M1...Mn+1A(x) = (−1)n+1
n + 1
4
, n = 1, . . . ,∞. (4.14)
To get the relation (4.14) one should note that under the following rescaling of the
coordinates (4.3) xM → (1+ ǫ)xM (where ǫ is a numerical parameter)3 the potential (4.6)
takes the form
Aǫ = (1 + ǫ)
xµxνηµν
2r
− 1
4
ln r − 1
4
ln (1 + ǫ)
= (1 + ǫ)
xµxνηµν
2r
− 1
4
ln r − 1
4
ǫ+
1
4
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n+1 n + 1
(n+ 1)!
ǫn+1, (4.15)
where on the right hand side of (4.15) we have expanded ln (1 + ǫ) in series of ǫ.
On the other hand
Aǫ = A(x+ ǫx) = A(x) + ǫx
M∂MA(x) +
∞∑
n=1
ǫn+1
(n+ 1)!
xM1 ...xMn+1∂n+1M1...Mn+1A(x). (4.16)
3One should not confuse this rescaling with dilatation isometry (4.12) which acts as follows xµ →
(1 + ǫ)xµ and r → (1 + ǫ)2r.
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Comparing (4.15) with (4.16) we get (4.14).
A local basis in a tangent space of the AdSD manifold can be described by the following
vielbein one–form eA = dxMe AM (x) (A = 0, 1 . . . , D − 1)
eα = dxµ δαµr
− 1
2 , er = −dxµ xµr− 32 + dr 1
2r
(4.17)
determined such that gMN = e
A
M e
B
N ηAB and ηAB = (−,+ . . . ,+).
Using (4.17) it is easy to calculate the determinant of the metric (4.4)
det gMN = −(det e AM )2 = −
1
4rD+1
. (4.18)
One more observation concerns the form of the covariant derivative of the AdSD
Christoffel connection (3.7) appeared in (3.11). A direct computation results in the fol-
lowing relation
DLΓMNP = 1
8
∂4LMNPA(x)− gLMgNP − gMNgLP − gNLgMP . (4.19)
We see that noncovariance of (4.19) is in a certain sense ”concentrated” in the fourth
partial derivative of A(x).
Note that the results of this section do not depend on the signature of the metric ηµν
in (4.2). For instance, we could equally well choose ηµν to be Euclidean. Then we would
deal with Euclidean AdS, or hyperbolic spaces considered recently in the context of string
and M–theory compactifications [22, 23].
5 Discussion
To conclude, in this paper we have considered the classical dynamics of a spinning particle
governed by the action invariant under the SU(2)local × SU(2)global N = 4 superconfor-
mal transformations of the particle superworldline. We have shown that the N = 4
superconformal invariance allows the particle to propagate in a curved background with
a “Ka¨hler–like” metric generated by a real superpotential A, and we have found that the
anti–de–Sitter and hyperbolic spaces belong to this class of manifolds.
There are several directions of the extension of the results of this paper. One of
them is the quantum description of the N = 4 superconformal particle model, which
can be carried out following either the lines of [2, 3] or using path integral quantization
methods. The latter procedure seems to be more attractive, since it may lead to deeper
understanding of the model, for instance, in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence
conjecture.
In particular, it is interesting to study both the classical and quantum dynamics of
the N = 4 superconformal spinning particle moving in backgrounds which are direct
products of AdSD and Ka¨hler manifolds. Particle motion on the Ka¨hler manifolds can
be described by making a multidimensional generalization of the N = 4 supersymmetric
quantum mechanics considered in [26]. For this, in addition to ΦM , one should introduce
a number of chiral superfields Ψn(τ, θ, θ¯) (D
a
Ψn = 0)
Ψn(τ, θ, θ) = zn(τ) + θaχna(τ) +
i
2
θθz˙n(τ) + θθF n(τ)
− i
4
θθθaχ˙
na(τ)− 1
16
θθθθz¨n(τ), (5.1)
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and their complex conjugate antichiral superfields Ψ
n
(τ, θ, θ). The superfields Ψ and Ψ¯
transform as scalars under the N = 4 superconformal transformations (2.1).
We can add to the action (3.1) the following N = 4 superconformal invariant action
constructed from Ψn and Ψ¯n
SK = 2
∫
dτd2θd2θ
1
E
K(Ψ,Ψ), (5.2)
where K is a Ka¨hler superpotential.
When the superpotential A(EΦM ) is chosen in the form (4.6), the sum of the actions
(3.1) and (5.2) describes a spinning particle propagating in an AdSD ×K2n background,
where K2n is a Ka¨hler manifold with a metric (1.2). For instance, the case n = 1 and
K2 = ln(1 + ΨΨ) corresponds to a two-dimensional sphere S
2, which is known to be a
Ka¨hler manifold. A detailed analysis of these models will be given elsewhere.
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